Sample Reference List Entries

MLA Format by Diana Hacker
Works Cited

Books

A Book by One Author


Two or more Books by the Same Author


A Book by Two or Three Authors


A Book by Four or more Authors


A Book by an Author and with an Editor


A Book with One or more Editors


A Book Review


A Book or Pamphlet by Corporate Authors


A Reference Work


An Unsigned Article in a Reference Work


A Work in an Anthology


Reprint in an Anthology


An Introduction, Preface, Foreword or afterword


Articles

An article in a Continuously Paginated Journal


An Article in an Individually Paginated Journal


An Article in a Monthly Magazine


An Article in a Monthly or Bimonthly Magazine

An Article in a Weekly or Biweekly Magazine


A Signed Article In a Newspaper

Liles, Shelley. “Getting Started in International Trade.” USA Today. 28 Feb. 1989: 7B.

An Unsigned Article in a Newspaper


Author Unknown in a Newspaper


An Editorial in a Newspaper


A Daily Paper


Interviews

Telephone/Conversation Interviews


A Radio/T.V. Interview


Films

A Film of a Recording

Ball of Fire. Dir. Howard Hawks. With Gary Cooper, Barbara Stanwyck, and Diane Andrews. MGM, 1941.


A Film Review


MLA Style Citations of Electronic Sources by Janice R. Walker

WWW (World Wide Web) Sites


Email, Listerv, and Newsgroup Citations


Electronic Publications and Online Databases


Software Programs and Video Games